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Abstract
Innovations in viral vaccine manufacturing are crucial for pandemic prepared-
ness and tomeet ever-rising global demands. For influenza, however, production
still mainly relies on technologies established decades ago. Although modern
production shifts from egg-based towards cell culture technologies, the full
potential has not yet been fully exploited. Here, we evaluate whether implemen-
tation of state-of-the-art technologies for cell culture-based recombinant protein
production are capable to challenge outdated approaches in viral vaccine process
development. For this, a fully automated single-cell cloning strategy was estab-
lished to generate monoclonal suspension Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK)
cells. Among selected cell clones,we could observe distinctmetabolic and growth
characteristics, with C59 reaching a maximum viable cell concentration of 17.3
× 106 cells/mL and low doubling times in batch mode. Screening for virus pro-
duction using a panel of human vaccine-relevant influenza A and B viruses in an
ambr15 system revealed high titers with yields competing or even outperforming
available MDCK cell lines. With C113, we achieved cell-specific virus yields of
up to 25,000 virions/cell, making this cell clone highly attractive for vaccine pro-
duction. Finally, we confirmed process performance at a 50-fold higher working
volume. In summary, we present a scalable and powerful approach for acceler-
ated development of high-yield influenza virus production in chemically defined
medium starting from a single cell.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Expanding viral vaccine production capacity is a neces-
sity to overcome global supply shortages, become prepared
for pandemics and build a more sustainable future. Yet,
the vast majority (approximately 84.5%) of inactivated
influenza vaccine (IIV) production capacity still relies on
a process using embryonated chicken eggs that dates back
to the forties of the last century [1]. Although this pro-
cess is well established, several drawbacks that result in
restricted protection and limited supply of vaccines have
been reviewed extensively in the past [2, 3]. Accordingly,
the use of animal cell technology has become a progres-
sively popular alternative to traditional egg-based pro-
duction methods for human influenza vaccines. Research
from both, academia and industry, could convincingly
demonstrate that cell culture-based production processes
can circumvent current limitations and have the potential
to serve as the most effective mode for IIV manufacturing
[4–6].
In contrast, sophisticated cell-based production plat-

forms are available for the manufacturing of recombinant
proteins, that allow to rapidly bring new products into
the clinic [7, 8]. Such production processes start usu-
ally from a clonally derived CHO cell bank carrying the
product-specific transgene, followed by a cell clone screen-
ing and production run under pre-defined conditions
with only minor adjustments. Here, various cutting-edge
innovations have been made over the past two to three
decades that can technologically facilitate CHO cell line
development (CLD).
For virus production, so far, “one-size-fits-all” solutions

do not exist and usually, comprehensive cell line screen-
ings have to be performed to identify a suitable host cell
substrate, followed by extensive process development [9].
For production of influenza viruses, a long list of tra-
ditional and designer cell lines, such as MDCK, Vero,
HEK293, AGE1.CR, PER.C6, EB66, CAP, DuckCelt-T17, or
PBG.PK2.1 cells have been evaluated [10–19].
Although monoclonal cell banks are not a regulatory

requirement in vaccine manufacturing, there are several
reports in literature describing a high heterogeneity inher-
ent in the virus production capacities of influenza infected
MDCK cells [20–22]. Thus, we hypothesized that we can
take advantage of this variability by identifying high-yield
cell clones and implemented novel approaches and tech-
nologies in CLD and process development for viral vaccine
production.
In the present study, we established a sophisticated

workflow for CLD via single-cell cloning, identification
of high-yield cell clones, and propose a new paradigm in

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Influenza vaccine manufacturing, still mainly
relies on outdated processes using embryonated
chicken eggs, and even cell culture-based pro-
cesses leave room for improvement. In contrast,
the field of protein production offers advanced
technologies that considerably support cell line
development and with that also approval by
governmental authorities. Despite their benefits,
scientific reports on the implementation of such
state-of-the-art technologies for viral vaccines pro-
cess development are rarely found. We present a
novel workflow for automated single-cell cloning
using a CellCelector, followed by clone screening
in an ambr15 system. Our results demonstrate
not only a successful technology transfer, but
also present an animal-component-free process
that could potentially meet GMP-standards with
a high-yield cell clone, suitable to challenge
yields obtained from existing cell lines. We
anticipate that this approach possesses signif-
icant dissemination potential to enhance the
broader field of viral vaccine process develop-
ment and may ultimately enable faster and more
efficacious manufacturing of next-generation
vaccines.

process development in cell culture-based influenza virus
production. We generated monoclonal suspension MDCK
cell cultures in a chemically defined medium using a Cell-
Celector and analyzed their growth characteristics, aiming
for doubling times between 20 and 30 h and a low accu-
mulation of metabolic waste products [23]. Moreover, we
screened selected cell clones for influenza virus produc-
tion in an ambr15 system, and demonstrate that standard
virus titration assays allow capturing significant differ-
ences among cell clones. For biological relevance, high
yields of several influenza subtypes were obtainedwith the
two top cell clones in batch mode. We show that virus pro-
duction in selected cell clones can compete with or even
outcompete other adherent or suspension cell lines for pro-
cesses implemented at different scales (15 mL to 1 L) that
were previously reported in literature. Although similar
approaches are conventionally used in cell culture-based
recombinant protein manufacturing, such a strategy has
to our knowledge not yet been evaluated for viral vaccine
production.
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2 MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

2.1 Generation of monoclonal
suspension cultures

Adherent MDCK cells (#CCL-34, ATCC) were thawed
in chemically defined MDXK medium (Xell Sartorius,
Germany) and cultured for 8 days in 6-well plates to ini-
tially adapt to the serum-free conditions. Next, cells were
adapted to suspension growth in non-baffled shake flasks
(#431143, Corning). After 30 days, a single-cell cloning
strategy was performed using the CellCelector (ALS Sarto-
rius, Germany). To this end, cells were strained and seeded
into the nanowell plate.Monoclonalitywas reviewed using
the integrated imaging system and cells were monitored
daily over 4 days. Subsequently, selected colonies were
picked and automatically transferred into a 384-well plate.
When a confluency of about 70% was reached, cells were
detached using trypsin and transferred into a 24-well plate,
a 6-well plate, then spin tubes (#11361724, ThermoFisher),
and finally, shake flasks. Cell banks were prepared after 33
and 70 passages.

2.2 Cell lines and cultivation conditions

The obtained monoclonal suspension MDCK cell cul-
tures were cultivated in MDXK medium (Xell Sartorius,
Germany) supplemented with 8 mM L-glutamine (Sigma–
Aldrich, USA). As a reference, the suspension MDCK
cell line MDCK.Xe.A (Xe.A) was used and cultivated in
4Cell MDCKCDmedium (Sartorius, Germany; previously
Xeno-CDM, Shanghai BioEngine Sci-Tech) [10, 24]. All
cells weremaintained in non-baffled shake flasks (#431143,
Corning) with 30 mL working volume (wv). A Multitron
Pro incubator (Infors AG, Switzerland) was controlled at
37◦C and 5% CO2 atmosphere with a shaking frequency
of 120 rpm (50 mm throw). Cells were passaged 2–3 times
a week, and inoculated using viable cell concentrations
(VCCs) between 2 and 8 × 105 cells/mL. VCC, diameter,
and viability was measured with a Vi-CELL XR automated
cell counter (#731050, Beckman Coulter). Prior to seeding,
cells were centrifuged at 300 × g for 5 min at room tem-
perature. For batch and infection experiments involving
a growth phase, cells were seeded at 5 × 105 cells/mL in
an ambr15 vessel (Sartorius, Germany) or stirred DASGIP
bioreactor (#76DS0700ODSS, Eppendorf) with a starting
wv of 15 and 350 mL, respectively. To keep the tip speed
for both systems constant (at 0.21 m/s), agitation was
set to 350 rpm for the ambr15 system and 80 rpm for
the DASGIP system. An air-oxygen mixture was sparged
for aeration and dissolved oxygen (DO) was controlled

at 40% saturation. Culture temperature was maintained
at 37◦C and pH value controlled at 7.15 during the cell
growth phase; during the virus production phase all culti-
vations were shifted to 34◦C and pH 7.2. For pH control,
CO2 sparging and addition of 1 M sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3) was used. If needed, antifoam C (3% stock solu-
tion) was added to dissolve accumulating bubbles. For
screening experiments without a growth phase, cells from
a preculture in shake flasks were centrifuged (300 × g,
3 min), seeded at 2 × 106 cells/mL in fresh medium, and
directly infected at inoculation time under the same con-
ditions. Cell-specific growth rate (µ), biomass yield based
on substrate consumption (YX/S), cell-specific substrate
consumption and by-product production rate (qs), and
doubling time (tD) was determined using the following
equations:

𝜇 =
ln (𝑋(𝑡𝑛+1) ∕𝑋(𝑡𝑛))

𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑡𝑛
(1)

𝑌𝑋∕𝑆 =
𝑋(𝑡𝑛+1) − 𝑋(𝑡𝑛)

𝐶𝑠(𝑡𝑛) − 𝐶𝑠 (𝑡𝑛+1)
(2)

𝑞𝑠=
𝜇

𝑌𝑥∕𝑠
(3)

𝑡𝐷 =
ln (2)

𝜇
(4)

with X: viable cell concentration, t: cultivation time, n:
sampling time point, and Cs: substrate concentration.

2.3 Influenza virus production

Several influenza A and B viruses (IAV, IBV) were used
that are listed in Table 1. All seed viruses were propagated
in adherent MDCK cells (#84121903, ECACC). Infection
experiments were carried out in shake flasks, ambr15 ves-
sels, or in DASGIP bioreactors. For infection, either a full
or a partial medium exchange was performed. For the
latter case, the wv was decreased by half (ambr15) and
filled up with infection medium; in the DASGIP system
the wv was directly increased to achieve a 1:2 dilution.
In all cases, the infection medium contained recombi-
nant trypsin (TrypLE Select Enzyme (10×), #A1217701,
ThermoFisher) at a final concentration of 20 USP U/mL.
Seed viruses were diluted with phosphate-buffered saline
and added to the cell suspension using a multiplicity of
infection (MOI) of 10−3 infectious virions/cell. Virus sam-
ples were taken from the supernatant and centrifuged at
3000 × g for 5 min at room temperature to remove cell
debris, then aliquoted and stored at −80◦C until further
analysis.
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TABLE 1 List of influenza viruses used for infection studies.

Strains Subtype/lineage Origin Antibody
Stock titer
[TCID50/mL]

A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (A/PR8) H1N1 RKI NIBSC, #03/242 9.9 × 107

A/Cambodia/e0826360/2020 H3N2 NIBSC NIBSC, #21/118 4.8 × 106

B/Brisbane/60/2008 Victoria NIBSC NIBSC, #13/254 6.6 × 107

B/Phuket/3073/2013 Yamagata NIBSC NIBSC, #14/248 3.0 × 107

Note: All strains were adapted and produced in adherent MDCK cells (#84121903, ECACC).
Abbreviations: NIBSC, National Institute for Biological Standards and Control, UK; RKI, Robert Koch Institute, Germany.

2.4 Sample analysis and calculations

Concentrations of lactate, ammonium, glutamine, gluta-
mate, and glucose were determined in single measure-
ments with the Cedex Bio Analyzer (Roche, Switzerland).
The measurement range was previously validated for each
metabolite and samples were diluted accordingly when
out of range. To determine the virus titer of the sam-
ples, two established assays were used. Firstly, the total
influenza virus content was assessed based on a hemagglu-
tination activity (HA) assay as described by Kalbfuss et al.
[25]. Additionally, for the quantification of infectious par-
ticles, a 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) assay
using the influenza strain specific antibodies (Table 1)
was performed as described by Genzel et al. The max-
imum standard deviation of the HA assay was ± 0.03
log10(HAU/100 µL); the dilution error of the TCID50 assay
was ± 0.3 log10 [26]. The concentration of total virus parti-
cles Cvir in the supernatant and the cell-specific virus yield
(CSVYTCID, CSVYHA) was determined using the following
equation derived from [25, 27]:

𝐶𝑆𝑉𝑌𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷 =
𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷50, 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
(5)

𝐶𝑣𝑖𝑟 = 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑥10
𝑙𝑜𝑔10

(
𝐻𝐴𝑈

100 μ𝐿

)
(6)

𝐶𝑆𝑉𝑌𝐻𝐴 =
𝐶𝑣𝑖𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
(7)

with VCCmax: maximum viable cell concentration
obtained post infection, Cvir,max: maximum concentration
of virus particles according to the HA assay, CEry: concen-
tration of chicken erythrocytes used in the HA assay (2 ×
107 cells/mL).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With this proof of concept study, we aim to transfer tech-
nologies and knowledge from recombinant protein pro-
duction (platform) processes into the field of viral vaccines.

Thus, we generated monoclonal suspension MDCK cells
using a CellCelector and following, challenged whether
cell growth and viral yields are competitive to an exist-
ing well-performing suspension MDCK cell line. Lastly,
we evaluated the applicability of an ambr15 system for cell
culture-based influenza virus production.

3.1 The use of a CellCelector to generate
monoclonal suspension MDCK cells

Heterogeneous adherent MDCK cells were thawed and
adapted to suspension growth in chemically defined
MDXK medium. Following, a hundred cells were seeded
into a nanowell-plate mounted in a CellCelector. After set-
tling of cells, the integrated imaging system scanned the
plate to identify wells containing a single cell (Figure 1, d0)
to provide an image-based monoclonality proof. In the fol-
lowing days, selected wells were monitored to follow the
outgrowth of cell populations (Figure 1, d1-d4). Wells con-
taining more than one cell on d0 and wells for which no
growth was observed, were excluded from further evalua-
tion. After 4 days, the robot arm automatically transferred
selected cell colonies (113 in total) from the nanowells into
a 384-well plate using a glass capillary (Figure 1, picked).
Further manual expansion in differently sized culture
formats finally resulted in five monoclonal suspension
MDCK cell cultures. Cultures labeled C15 and C86 were
split into two subcultures (C15-1, C15-2, and C86-1, C86-
2, respectively) to investigate whether different growth
patterns can occur despite their monoclonal origin.
AsMDCKcells arewell-known to vary in their virus pro-

duction capacities, cloning studies have been performed
before [20, 21]. Yet, laborious serial dilution protocols
were used and resulted in adherent cell lines cultivated in
serum-containingmedium. In an attempt, to adaptMDCK
cells to serum-free conditions, most cells died within in a
few passages [20]. Owing to the implementation of a Cell-
Celector and choosing an eligible medium, our approach
is not only faster but adaptation issues that might arise
later can be circumvented, as cells are kept in a co-culture.
The number of developed cell lines was limited to five to
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5 of 14 ZINNECKER et al.

F IGURE 1 Generation of monoclonal MDCK suspension cell cultures using a CellCelector. After seeding and settling of cells in MDXK
medium, the integrated imaging system was used to scan nanowells on day 0 (d0) to identify wells containing single cells. Although separated
in nanowells, the cells were overlaid with the same medium and growth was monitored d1-d4. After 4 days, 113 colonies were picked by a
robot arm using a glass capillary and transferred into a 384-well plate. Cloning history of (A) C59 and (B) C113 is exemplarily depicted. Scale
bar is valid for all pictures.

serve as a proof of concept, and a higher cloning efficiency
should easily be achievable.

3.2 Passaging of cell clones demonstrate
robust growth properties

After the successful transfer into shake flasks, most cell
clones immediately showed cell viabilities between 75%
and 90% (Figure 2, C59, C86-1, C86-2). However, dou-
bling times of some cell clones were high and exceeded
50 h. Other cultures started with poor growth perfor-
mance in shake flasks, but could be adapted stepwise to
the new conditions and cell viabilities increased steadily
(Figure 2, C15-2, C26, C113). Interestingly, cell clone C59
showed good growth characteristics in the beginning,
then viability decreased significantly around 80 days, but
could be recovered when lower inoculation densities were
used. Following, C59 showed an outstanding growth per-
formance with cell viability consistently above 95%, and
doubling times of around 30 h. About 100–120 days after
the single-cell cloning process, cell viabilities and VCC
of most clonal cultures stabilized at a certain level. For
all other clonal cultures, high variations and an oscil-
lation in cell viabilities (± 10%–20%), especially after a
3-day split, were observed. This indicated that the passag-
ing regime (every 2–3 days, inoculation at VCC 1 × 106
cells/mL) seemed not to be optimal. Thus, lower seeding
densities were implemented later, which helped to further
stabilize the growth performance of cell cultures. Overall,
the growth performance of C15-1 (not shown) and C15-
2, and both cultures of C86 were very similar. Cell banks
of all clonal cultures were prepared after 33 passages and
for selected cell clones again after 70 passages (C59-p70,

C113-p70). To assess biological stability, multiple further
cell banks were prepared from C59-p70 and C113-p70 and
tested against each other for batch growth and virus pro-
duction, here, no significant differences in growth or titer
could be observed (data not shown).
Consistent cell culture performance is an important

hallmark of any biopharmaceutical manufacturing pro-
cess to achieve desired productivity and product quality
attributes. Here, the extended passaging of cell cultures
before cell banking may raise concerns about the evo-
lution of the clonal cultures, as individual MDCK cells
can show chromosomal alterations upon long-term culture
[28]. However, the requirement for a certain stabilization
period to achieve consistent cell growth propertieswas also
described as a typical phenomenon in (CHO)CLD. Clearly,
during extended passaging, every clonal culture will accu-
mulate genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity but this
plasticity can even elevate cell line performance [29, 30].
In previous studies on suspension MDCK cells, more than
50 passages (180 days) were required to achieve a full adap-
tation fromSmif8medium toXenomedium [11].Moreover,
the cGMP cell bank of the clonal MDCK 9B9-1E4 cell line
developed byMedImmune (nowAstraZeneca) for the pan-
demic influenza H5N1 vaccine was established after about
100 passages [20]. In contrast to our study, they first devel-
oped an adherent clonal cell line and only top cell clones
were then adapted to serum-free conditions over more
than 25 passages. Furthermore, the clonal adherentMDCK
9B9-1E4 cell line as well as the suspensionMDCK-33016PF
(developed by Novartis, and now used for themanufacture
of seasonal influenza vaccines by CSL Seqirus) displayed
no/very low tumorigenic and oncogenic potential in exten-
sive investigations and was found to be safe for human
vaccine manufacturing [20, 31, 32]. Together, it seems rea-
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F IGURE 2 Adaptation of monoclonal suspension MDCK cells to shake flask cultivation. About 60 days after single-cell cloning (t = 0),
cells were transferred into non-baffled shake flasks in MDXK medium. Viable cell concentration (black, solid line), cell viability (black,
dashed line) and doubling time (gray bars) over the first 6 months (about 50 passages in shake flasks) are depicted. Doubling times exceeding
100 h are not shown.

sonable to assume that the MDCK cell clones developed
with our approach could pass licensing tests. However, cell
line tumorigenicity and product safety have to be tested
thoroughly for compliancewith FDA and EMAguidelines.

3.3 Batch cultivation of monoclonal
cultures to characterize cell growth

To further characterize the cell growth behavior of the
monoclonal cultures, cells were seeded into shake flasks
with fresh medium using a VCC of 8 × 105 cells/mL. After
a short lag-phase, monoclonal cell cultures grew expo-
nentially reaching a maximum viable cell concentration
(VCCmax) of 4–9 × 106 cells/mL (Figure 3A). Doubling
times ranged between 26 and 47 h (Table 2); cell diame-
ters were distinct between cultures and varied by about
3–4 µm (Figure 3B). After 2 days of cultivation, cell viabil-
ity decreased in most cultures. In particular, the viability
of cells of both C15 cultures dropped significantly (under
60%). Cell clone C59 reached the highest VCCmax of 8.8

× 106 cells/mL with a tD of 26 h, while maintaining a
high cell viability (above 90 %) over the whole cultivation
time.
Although showing best growth properties, the glucose

consumption rate (qGlc) for C59was about twofold lower in
comparison to the other clonal cultures. In addition, glu-
tamine consumption rate (qGln) was also low (Table 2). In
contrast, glutamine was fully depleted for C113 within 3
days of cultivation and glucose after 5 days. This was fol-
lowed by a significant drop in lactate levels, indicating a
metabolic shift from lactate release towards consumption,
what has been observed before for suspensionMDCK cells
(see also Figure S1) [11]. Batch cultivation of cell clones
C59 and C113 was later repeated from a cell bank prepared
with a history of more than 70 passages with improved
cell growth characteristics (C59-p70, C113-p70). Then, cell
clone C59-p70 reached a VCCmax of 17.3 × 106 cells/mL
with a tD of 20 h, and the cell clone C113-p70 achieved
5.5 × 106 cells/mL with a tD of 22 h, respectively. With
that, C59-p70 showed almost identical growth properties
as the reference Xe.A that grew to 17.1 × 106 cells/mL with
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F IGURE 3 Batch cultivation of clonal MDCK cultures in non-baffled shake flasks (30 mL wv MDXK medium). (A) Viable cell
concentration (full symbols, solid lines), cell viability (dashed lines, empty symbols), (B) cell diameter (full symbols, solid lines) and pH value
(dashed lines, empty symbols). Downward-pointing triangles: cell clone from early cell bank (passage 33); Upward-pointing triangles: C59 and
C113 from later cell bank (passage 70), respectively; diamond-shape, gray: Xe.A grown in 4Cell MDCK CD medium.

TABLE 2 Growth characteristics of monoclonal suspension MDCK cells.

Cell
line/clone

VCCmax
[106 cells/mL] D [µm]

tD
[h]

qGlc
[fmol/(cell × h)]

qGln
[fmol/(cell × h)]

qLac
[fmol/(cell × h)]

qNH4
[fmol/(cell × h)]

Yglc/lac
[−]

YNH4/gln
[−]

C15-1 3.8 15.5–17.5 31 −135 −48 240 49 0.6 1.0
C15-2 4.2 15.5–17.2 37 −114 −38 189 40 0.6 1.0
C26 3.8 15.2–17.8 46 −178 −50 197 43 0.9 0.9
C59 8.8 14.8–16.5 26 −78 −26 102 15 0.8 0.6
C59-p70 17.3 13.8–15.4 20 −66 −24 75 17 0.9 0.8
C86-1 3.7 15.3–18.2 42 −143 −35 216 35 0.7 1.0
C86-2 4.1 17.1–18.9 33 −130 −39 180 34 0.7 0.9
C113 4.2 15.9–18.9 47 −140 −44 174 41 0.8 0.9
C113-p70 5.5 17.0–19.6 22 −217 −72 262 79 0.8 1.1
Xe.A 17.1 13.7–16.3 20 −54 −18 72 12 0.7 0.6

Note: Maximum viable cell concentrations (VCCmax), cell diameter (d), doubling time (tD) for a growth period of 72 h for all cell clones and 96 h for reference
Xe.A cells and C59-p70 cells, respectively; consumption rates (qs) of the main metabolites glucose, glutamine, lactose and ammonium; negative values indicate
uptake and positive values release (for profiles see Figure S1); Y represents the yield coefficient for the conversion of the respective metabolites determined from
the absolute difference over time.

a tD of 20 h and displayed very similar metabolite con-
sumption rates and yield coefficients (although cultivated
in a different medium). Results obtained for Xe.A cells
within this study, also matched previous results obtained
for this cell line [33]. Overall, cell growth to high cell
densities within doubling times of 20–30 h are ideal for
vaccine manufacturing using continuous cell lines [23].
Moreover, the release of secondary by-products such as
ammonium and lactate should preferably be low, as their
accumulation was shown to adversely impact cell growth
and virus production [34]. Yet, specific tolerance levels
towards inhibiting metabolic waste products are known
to vary widely between cell lines [35]. Over a growth
period of 6 days, ammonium levels in C59 cell cultures
did not exceed 5 mM, while ammonium chloride concen-

trations above 7 mM were shown to drastically decrease
cell growth rates and, at 20 mM, even prevented influenza
virus entry into the cell [35, 36]. Finally, lactate levels for
C59 cells were lower than those described for MDCK cells
in a previous study [37]. Different growth profiles for cell
clones as observed in this study are also commonly known
in CHO CLD. Even subcloning of clonally-derived CHO
cell lines further yielded widely diverse cell clones differ-
ing in growth properties, productivity, and even product
quality [38]. However, the shown growth profiles andmax-
imum cell concentrations match typical batch cultivations
of several cell lines considered for influenza vaccine man-
ufacturing, including MDCK cells, but also avian cell lines
as, for instance, AGE1.CR or DuckCelt-T17 cells [10, 11, 18,
39]. In summary, we identified C59 as top growing cell
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ZINNECKER et al. 8 of 14

clone with a growth behavior that is competitive to Xe. A
cells and other suspension cell lines.

3.4 Screening for IAV production in
ambr15 to identify high-yield cell clone

Next, we evaluated virus yields in batch cultures. In a
preliminary shake flask cultivation, we identified a suit-
able concentration of a recombinant trypsin alternative
for establishment of an animal component-free produc-
tion process. In addition, we could confirm the production
of an A(H1N1) virus, precisely A/PR8 (see Table 1). Here,
all cell clones reached titers ranging from 2.0 to 2.6
log10(HAU/100 µL) and 2 × 107 to 3 × 108 TCID50/mL
within less than 3 days (data not shown). After those pre-
tests, cell clones C15-1 and C26 were excluded from further
experiments due to aggregate formation and poor growth
properties (data not shown).
However, in such an uncontrolled shake flask environ-

ment, pH values can drop rapidly, which may adversely
affect virus titer and stability. Moreover, cell growth under
shaken conditions can vary from stirred conditions in a
STR. To overcome this, we transferred the screening exper-
iment into an ambr15 system that allows for tight process
control due to integrated probes, sparging and automated
base addition and the comparison of 24 vessels in parallel.
Process parameters were matched across scales accord-
ing to previously determined conditions for the Xe.A cell
line [27]. Furthermore, all set points were fixed, except
for the impeller speed. Here, agitation was increased from
80 rpm in the 1 L STR to 350 rpm in the ambr15 to achieve
a constant tip speed of 0.21 m/s across scales. For maxi-
mal comparability, cells were seeded in trypsin-containing
medium into the ambr15 vessels (at 2.0× 106 cells/mL) and
were directly infected.
As expected, cell growth was rather limited due to infec-

tion and the reduced temperature, but viability remained
high during the first hours post infection (hpi) (Figure 4A).
Between 36 to 48 hpi, maximum titers were reached
and cell viabilities declined as infected cells started to
die (Figure 4A,B). Interestingly, strong differences in cell
metabolism could be observed for infected cell clones.
Within 2 days, for C113, glucose and glutamine were
almost completely depleted, which resulted in a strong
accumulation of lactate and ammonium. In contrast, cell
metabolism of C59 seemed to be less demanding, and
substrate levels remained high (Figure S2).
All clonal cultures reached total and infectious virus

titers close to or even above 3 log10(HAU/100 µL) and 3 ×
108 TCID50/mL that we consider an internal benchmark
for the H1N1 virus. In particular, requirements defined by
Genzel and Reichl for a suitable influenza virus producing

continuous cell line were achieved [23]. Titers were also
similar as those obtained for the Xe.A cell line used as a ref-
erence [27]. Such high titers for all cell clones were rather
surprising, as a high variability in CSVY of at least 20-fold
among different cell clones of MDCK cells was described
previously in literature [20]. Similar observations were
also made by Heldt et al. in single-cell infection studies,
where progeny virus titers in the range 1–970 plaque-
forming units and intracellular viral RNA levels spanning
three orders of magnitude were obtained [22]. Considering
virus yields, A/PR8 production in C113 achieved highest
CSVYHA of 17,771 virions/cell, which is more than twofold
in comparison to the 7694 virions/cells obtained from refer-
ence Xe.A (Table 3). In contrast, C59, whichwas previously
identified as top growing cell clone, displayed the lowest
titers; with 2277 virions/cells an 8-fold lower CSVYHA com-
pared to C113 and a 3.5-fold lower CSVYHA compared to
the Xe.A cell line. The highest TCIDmax and CSVYTCID
was achieved for C15-2 with 1.1 × 109 TCID50/mL and
321 infectious virions/cell, respectively. However, HA is the
most important immunogenic antigen in influenza vac-
cines, and its concentration is used to standardize vaccine
doses (usually 15 µg of HA per strain) [40]. Therefore, C59
and C113 were rated as the most promising cell clones for
further scale-up studies.

3.5 Process scale-up from ambr15
vessels to 1 L benchtop bioreactor system

Scaling-up production from miniaturized (10−2 L) to
industrial scale manufacturing (about 105 L) can be chal-
lenging and requires thoughtful considerations. In this
feasibility study, however, we only transferred the pro-
cess for top cell clones C59 and C113 to a 1 L benchtop
STR system using previously determined parameters for
the reference Xe.A (also see Section 4.4) [27]. C59 was
selected as the top growing cell clone with highly efficient
metabolism, whereas cell clone C113 provided high CSVYs
but lower cell growth performance and a less efficient
metabolism.
Cells were seeded at a VCC of about 0.8 × 106

cells/mL and grown to concentrations of at least 4 × 106
cells/mL. Subsequently, cells were diluted two-fold with
fresh medium and infected with A/PR8 at a MOI of 10−3 at
34◦C (Figure 4C,D). In line with the previous experiment
in an ambr15 vessel, C113 reached the highest CSVYHA of
14,680 virions/cell, whereas the reference cells Xe.A and
the cell clone C59 yielded a considerably lower value of
6436 virions/cell and 3900 virions/cell, respectively. Infec-
tious and total virus yields were slightly lower in the
1 L STR in comparison to the ambr15 vessels, yet in a
comparable range (Table 3). The small size (87 mm in
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9 of 14 ZINNECKER et al.

F IGURE 4 Screening of MDCK cell clones for A(H1N1) production in an ambr15 system and in 1 L STRs. Cultures with 2 × 106 cells/mL
in trypsin-containing medium were infected with A/PR8 at MOI 10−3 under standard conditions (triangles: clones in MDXK medium,
diamond-shape, gray: Xe.A in 4Cell medium). Cells were (A) directly seeded with target VCC in the ambr15 vessels, or (C) first grown in a 1 L
STR system and subsequently diluted at time of infection. VCC (full symbols, solid lines) and cell viability (dashed lines, empty symbols);
infectious (full symbols, solid lines) and total virus titer (dashed lines, empty symbols) determined by TCID50 and HA assay, respectively. (A,
B) Mean and standard deviation of three culture vessels; 1 L STR (C, D): single runs. Gray area in (C) represents cell growth phase not shown
in the other graphs.

TABLE 3 Summary of A(H1N1) production in different monoclonal suspension MDCK cell lines in ambr15 vessels and 1 L STR (MDXK
medium).

System Cell line/clone
VCCmax
[106 cells/mL]

HAmax
[log10(HAU/100 µL)]

TCIDmax
[109 TCID50/mL]

CSVYHA
[virions/cell]

CSVYTCID
[virions/cell]

ambr15 C15-2 3.6 ± 0.3 3.08 ± 0.08 1.1 ± 0.3 6977 321
C59 3.2 ± 0.3 2.55 ± 0.16 0.4 ± 0.3 2277 135
C86-1 2.5 ± 0.4 3.13 ± 0.17 0.6 ± 0.3 11,342 236
C86-2 2.6 ± 0.4 3.08 ± 0.15 0.7 ± 0.3 9599 281
C113 3.1 ± 0.3 3.43 ± 0.03 0.9 ± 0.1 17,771 294
Xe.A 4.0 ± 0.3 3.17 ± 0.06 1.0 ± 0.2 7694 258

1 L STR C59 4.93 2.97 1.0 3900 203
C113 3.07 3.34 1.3 14,680 346
Xe.A 6.46 3.31 1.8 6436 265

Note: Maximum viable cell concentration (VCCmax), maximum virus titers (HAmax and TCIDmax), and cell-specific virus yields (HA-based: CSVYHA, TCID50-
based: CSVYTCID). For the ambr15 system, mean and standard deviation of three vessels inoculated from same pre-culture. STR results are from a single run. Xe.A:
reference cultivated in 4Cell medium.
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ZINNECKER et al. 10 of 14

height) and geometry of an ambr15 vessel (cuboid) may
rise concerns about the scalability, as this results in a dis-
tinct fluid dynamic profile and requires a relatively high
specific power input [41]. However, for protein produc-
tion processes, several studies have shown that this does
not relate to biological divergence and that production
yields remain similar across scales (up to 15,000 L) [41–45].
Clearly, pH and oxygen control is beneficial for the ambr15
system compared to shake flasks and stirring as opposed
to shaking can potentially yield advantageous outcomes
during later scale-up processes. Together, this can enable
the reproducibility of cell performance under conventional
bioreactor production conditions and mitigate the typi-
cal disparities encountered when transitioning from shake
flask to STR [42–45]. Currently, the ambr15 system is pre-
dominantly used in CHO CLD and to a lesser extent in the
field of cell and gene therapy. For vaccine manufacturing,
we are only aware of a SARS-CoV-2 production process
simulation involving adherent Vero cells on macrocarri-
ers, a virus-like particle vaccine against Chikungunya virus
and a cancer vaccine [46–49]. With our study, we can add
another example for virus production and showcase the
usefulness of the system for screenings. Furthermore, we
can confirm scalability up to a 50-fold higher working vol-
ume, as we reached yields that were comparable or even
increased compared to experiments performed previously
using A/PR8-infected MDCK cells. For suspension MDCK
cells, a maximum CSVYHA of 8200 virions/cell was shown
in batch mode, whereas in a study using adherent MDCK
cells cultured in a single-use hollow fiber bioreactor a
CSVYHA between 2262 and 8110 virions/cell was reached,
and in microcarrier cultures about 23,000 virions/cells [11,
50, 51]. As process parameters were adapted from the ref-
erence cell line Xe.A, it may raise the question whether
process optimization and intensification studies for the
newly identified cell clones can further improve yields.
This may comprise the implementation of advanced feed-
ing strategies, such as fed-batch or perfusion that allows
for higher cell densities by providing deprived nutrients
and reducing toxic side-products [11, 19, 24, 52, 53]. In
previous studies, (semi) perfusion cultivations have been
conducted using suspension MDCK cells that resulted in
maximum CSVYs of 13,600 virions/cell and 11,690 viri-
ons/cell, respectively [11, 24]. Yet, yields obtained in this
study with cell clone C113 were already higher than those
intensified suspension MDCK processes.

3.6 Evaluation of further influenza
vaccine-relevant strains in top cell clones

Following WHO recommendations, seasonal influenza
vaccines are formulated from bulks of three or four differ-
ent influenza A and B virus strains. This usually comprises

an influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2), as well as selected
strains of the influenza B(Victoria) and B(Yamagata) lin-
eages. Therefore, we next evaluated our top cell clone
candidates for the yields of corresponding strains. Follow-
ing a 3 days growth phase, cells were two-fold diluted
with trypsin-containing medium and infected with one
of the four different viruses at a MOI of 10−3 (Table 1).
Infection with either B(Victoria) or B(Yamagata) resulted
in good titers comparable to infections with A(H1N1)
(Figure 5, Table 4). C113 cells infected with B(Yamagata)
even resulted in a CSVYHA of 25,353 virions/cell, whereas
C59 cells yielded 5140 virions/cell and the reference Xe.A
cell line 8542 virions/cell. Infection with A(H3N2), how-
ever, showed a rather low infectious virus titer for both
cell clones, and also for the Xe.A cell line; values were in
the range of 0.8–1.3 × 106 TCID50/mL. In line with the
low infectious titer, HA titers were also rather low. For
the cell clone C59, the obtained value was even below
the detection limit of the HA assay (Figure 5). However,
these observations go in line with reports from literature,
where influenza B virus (IBV) strains are described to be
the least demanding to the cell properties, whereas some,
that is, A(H3N2) strains, seem to be in general more dif-
ficult to propagate [20, 21]. Nevertheless, A(H3N2) strains
play a crucial role in vaccine formulation, as they tradition-
ally result in the most severe seasonal epidemics with the
highest rates of infection, hospitalization, and mortality
compared to outbreaks related to strains of other subtypes
[54]. Thus, further evaluation and process optimization of
such strains should be performed but this was considered
out of the scope of this study.
In general, maximum titers for all three cell lines tested

were very similar. However, viruses were released earlier
for both clonal cultures (12 h) in comparison to Xe.A. This
suggests not only a certain variability in virus production
capacity among the different cell clones, but also differ-
ences in virus replication kinetics. Nevertheless, advanced
process strategies could be applied to further maximize
production (as described in Section 4.5). Additionally, virus
adaptation by serial passaging could be carried out [12, 18].
Several studies support, that this should preferably be done
in MDCK cells instead of embryonated chicken eggs, to
avoid an antigenic drift towards avian cell receptors, which
could lead to poor protection against virus strains circu-
lating in the human population [2]. Together, our proof of
concept study demonstrated that the selected cell clones
enable the propagation of influenza strains relevant for
human vaccine production with titers at a promising level.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

With the ever-present need to efficiently produce influenza
vaccines, the pursuit of an optimal host cell line has
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11 of 14 ZINNECKER et al.

F IGURE 5 Production of influenza vaccine-relevant virus strains using top cell clones in an ambr15 system. Cells were seeded into an
ambr15 vessel and grown for 3 days (triangles: C59 and C113 in MDXK medium, diamond-shape, gray: Xe.A in 4Cell medium). Subsequently,
cells were two-fold diluted in trypsin-containing medium to about 2 × 106 cells/mL and infected with A(H1N1), A/(H3N2), B(Victoria), or
B(Yamagata) at a MOI of 10−3. Left panel: Viable cell concentration (solid lines, full symbols) and cell viabilities (dashed lines, empty
symbols), gray background: cell growth phase. Right panel: Infectious (solid lines, full symbols) and total (dashed lines, empty symbols) virus
titers determined by HA and TCID50 assay, respectively.

become a paramount objective, driving both academic and
industrial efforts towards a responsive solution, partic-
ularly essential for pandemic strain vaccine production.
Robust suspension growth, high viability, scalable pro-
cesses, and rapid virus production may characterize such

an optimal host cell line. In the field of recombinant pro-
tein production, CLD starting from single-cell clones is a
common practice, which has not only resulted in high-
yield cell lines but has also led to numerous technological
innovations and platform processes. Yet, implementation
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ZINNECKER et al. 12 of 14

TABLE 4 Production of different influenza vaccine-relevant strains in C59, C113, and Xe.A cells in ambr15 vessels.

Virus
Cell
line/clone

VCCmax
[106 cells/mL]

HAmax
[log10(HAU/100 µL)]

TCIDmax
[TCID50/mL]

CSVYHA
[virions/cell]

CSVYTCID
[virions/cell]

A(H1N1) C59 4.3 2.92 5.6 × 108 3784 130
C113 2.9 3.45 1.0 × 109 19,413 350
Xe.A 7.8 3.45 2.4 × 109 7137 305

A(H3N2) C59 4.3 n.d. 7.5 × 105 n.d. <1
C113 2.7 2.37 1.3 × 106 1730 <1
Xe.A 5.1 1.32 1.3 × 106 80 <1

B(Victoria) C59 2.8 2.98 5.6 × 106 6841 2
C113 4.5 3.28 7.5 × 107 8398 17
Xe.A 6.8 1.72 3.2 × 106 152 <1

B(Yamagata) C59 4.3 3.05 1.8 × 108 5140 41
C113 2.2 3.45 1.3 × 108 25,353 61
Xe.A 6.5 3.45 1.8 × 108 8542 27

Note: Maximum viable cell concentration (VCCmax), maximum titers (HAmax and TCIDmax), and cell-specific virus yields (HA assay-based: CSVYHA, TCID50 assay-
based: CSVYTCID). n.d.: not detectable, HA value below limit of detection (0.45 log10(HAU/100 µL)). All results depicted are from a single cultivation in ambr15
vessels.

of such state-of-the-art technologies in viral vaccine pro-
cess development is rarely seen. With our study, we are
the first to demonstrate accelerated cloning of MDCK sus-
pension cells in a chemically defined medium using a
CellCelector. As a proof of concept, we generated fivemon-
oclonal cell lines and the follow-up screenings could be
easily handled when applying a microbioreactor systems
such as the ambr15 system. Already at 15mL scale, remark-
able differences in virus replication dynamics, titers, and
yields of the cell clones were detected. Based on the high-
quality data obtained, process performance for top cell
clones could successfully be confirmed at 1 L scale. All
selected cell clones allowed to propagate A/PR8 to high
titers and even outperformed (C113) those of a heteroge-
neous suspension cell line (Xe.A) used as reference. More-
over, replication of three other influenza strains could be
demonstrated at promising levels. Overall, this approach
could make a paradigm shift for future cell culture-based
process development and optimization strategies in viral
vaccine manufacturing.
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